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Abstract— In India gap between train coaches and platform 

are considerable issue for passengers. Even sometimes it 

leads to trap people in that gap accidently and some had lost 

their lives. The train station and its platform is the first point 

of contact the passengers have with the railways. Platforms 

should be well designed comfortable, convenient and safe for 

passengers. But the gap between train and platform has been 

found to be major cause of fatality in railway stations. So for 

reducing such gaps the gap filler between railway and 

platform are introduced. Platform Gap Fillers are mounted in 

plate along the edge of coach to reduce the gap between the 

platform and the entrance of a passenger train; ensuring that 

when a train has stopped at a ,platform, passengers are able 

to enter and exit with safety. Studies have shown that the use 

of platform gap filler not only improves passenger safety, but 

can also increase efficiency of entry and exit times. 

Removing the hesitation of stepping over a gap, passengers 

become more confident when entering and exiting the train, 

thus improving the dwell times of trains. Platform gap fillers 

also increase the ease of wheel chair person. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A railway platform is a segment of pathway beside rail tracks 

at a train station, from which passengers board or alight from 

carriages. The train station and its platform are the first point 

of contact the passengers have with the railway. Platforms 

should be well designed, comfortable, convenient and safe for 

passengers. However, passengers confront practical 

difficulties in accessing these platforms, primarily due to the 

lack of suitable technologies or to the intrinsic design limits 

of the platforms and rolling stock. To be more specific, 

passengers are faced with less than ideal access to carriages 

due to wide horizontal and vertical gaps between platforms 

and trains. 

 This is particularly exacerbated for people with 

reduced mobility, including disabled people and elderly 

passengers. The gap between train and platform has been 

found to be a major cause of fatality in railway stations since 

the beginning of passenger railways. Researchers around the 

world are trying to minimize the rate of casualties at railway 

stations by providing gap-closing solutions. 

A. Indian Railway Platform 

Indian railways face the problem having a higher floor level 

(railway couch) than the current platform level. This proves 

to be a challenge to some people who needs to climb a set of 

vertical steps to reach the train floor and platform. Accidents 

occur when people missteps and fall down in the gap. 

 
Fig. 1: Indian Railway Gaps 

 Solution of this problem is our project deals with 

movable incline plate attach to railway couch along with 

hydraulic cylinder to minimize the gap between railway 

couch and platform. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

De Jeammes explained the conflict that has emerged and is 

growing between requirements for passengers on wheel 

chairs and other mobility-impaired travellers for accessibility 

onto passenger trains, and requirements for general freight 

service on the same tracks on certain types of railroad lines.  

 Daniel et al explained the platform gap issue and 

concluded that managing gap safety at the train platform 

interface has been an on-going concern for passenger rail 

systems. The major questions this research seeks to answer 

are what customer behaviours are associated with the risk of 

gap injury incidents.  

 K.M. Leung described how the Government of the 

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and the MTRCL, 

Hong Kong’s sole railway operator, work together to 

effectively overcome the challenges and reduce the number 

of suicide cases, including resolving the safety risks 

associated with platform gaps and limitations of the existing 

signaling system, trains and platform structure. 

 Rueger.D.B. found that the code for platform design 

this code will help train operators and anybody else carrying 

out rail infrastructure improvements to design more 

accessible trains and stations. It has been published to ensure 

that any infrastructure work at stations makes railway travel 

easier for disabled passengers. 

 Vincentmoung represented research supported by 

the CRC for Rail Innovation to establish guidelines for best 

practice in station design and infrastructure within Australia. 

One key consideration in this process is the Disability 

Standards for Accessible Public Transport 2002 (DSAPT) 

which seeks to eliminate discrimination in public transport 

access around infrastructure by 2022. 

 Pavel Sengupta found that a simple solution to 

eliminate a platform gap problem, modern express trains in 
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India face a problem of having a higher floor level than the 

current platform level, this proves to be a challenge to some 

people who need to climb a set of near vertical exterior steps 

to reach the train floor level from the platform level. Accident 

occur when people misstep and fall down in the gap too 

.simple solution can eliminate this problem the added 

advantage is plastic waste management as hard plastic can be 

used to permanently solve this problem in a quick and cost 

effective way.        

 Yamada et al aimed to study the risk assessment 

process allowing the authors to compare one station with 

another through developing safety performance measures for 

railway stations. The authors evaluated safety in a 

quantitative manner, which is influenced by the structure, 

equipment, and users of the station. 

 Hunter Zaworski gave brief data analysis conducted 

with platform incident data received from five major transit 

agencies in the United States. Safety of both passengers and 

employees is a major concern for transit agencies. Typical 

safety concerns for rail transit vary greatly depending on 

mode, location, climate, age of system, and various other 

factors. In general, the public often interact with rail transit at 

two primary locations. The first is at grade crossings, whether 

they be a pedestrian crossing or a roadway crossing. The 

second is at rail station platforms, which can vary from low 

level to high level. Passenger safety at rail stations can be a 

significant concern for rail transit operators. 

 Richard J. Muller found an apparatus for 

dynamically filling a gap between a side of a railway train car 

and an adjacent edge of a station or loading platform for 

preventing accident or injury to passengers while boarding or 

alighting from the train. A plurality of flexible, flat planar 

sheet-like members project outwardly from a vertical 

platform edge surface that is confronting opposed to the and 

what are potential ways to reduce these behavioural risks . 

III. INDIAN RAILWAY STATISTIC REVIEW 

A. Accident Review 

 

 
Fig. 2: Indian Railway Accident Percentage 

From that review of level crossing accident contributes 43.5% 

of total accident which is very big issue of accident which is 

necessary to minimize this accident. 

B. Indian Railways Different Gaps 

Sr. no. Different gaps 
Dimension 

mm inch 

1 Horizontal gap 241.3 9.5 

2 Vertical gap 228.6 9 

3 Incline gap 332.22 13 

4 Total horizontal gap from step 457.2 18 

5 Total vertical gap from step 406.4 16 

6. Width of door 787.4 31 

Table 1: Different Gaps between Railway Coach & Platform 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Indian railway gap is minimized by using a rectangular plate 

which is placed at the entry of door which is operated by 

hydraulic cylinder whenever train reaches at the platform 

plate lifted by hydraulic cylinder which fills the gap between 

platform and train coach? 

 
Fig. 3: Simplified Gap Filling Mechanism 

A. Components of Mechanism 

 Rectangular plate. 

 Hydraulic cylinder. 

 Connecting link. 

 Cylinder mountings 

 Rod for mounting plates. 

 Clamp. 

 Speed Sensor. 

B. Working of Gap Filler Mechanism 

A new Indian railway project gap filling solution is a sensor 

based technology which mainly uses the speed measurement 

sensor. It is used for plate lifting whenever train reaches to 

platform. The rectangular plate having dimensioned same as 

that of gap between the train and platform is normally in 

closed position or vertical position later operated by hydraulic 

cylinder. Cylinder is actuated by Hall Effect speed sensor. 

Whenever train reaches to platform speed is measured by 

sensor which actuates a hydraulic cylinder and because of that 

the plate is lifted and take inclined position, minimizes a 

vertical as well as horizontal gap. It reduces gap and makes it 

convenient for the passenger to enter and exit from train. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Gap between train and platform is the major cause for 

accidents in India. So here a solution has been proposed to 

avoid those accidents and make transport system convenient 

for the passenger to enter and exit from a train. This improves 

safety to the passenger. Future scope includes the design and 

fabrication of this mechanism and its testing in real scenario. 
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